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Abstract
A simple calculus based on generative communication is introduced; among its primitives, it
contains a conditional input operation that tests for presence (or absence) of an output, reminis-
cent of the inp predicate of Linda. We study three dierent semantics for the output operation,
called instantaneous, ordered and unordered, and we compare these approaches from two dier-
ent points of view. First, we investigate the associated behavioural semantics by characterizing
the coarsest congruence contained in the barbed bisimulation. We obtain the following results: in
the instantaneous case the coarsest congruence is a variant of asynchronous bisimulation while,
for the ordered and unordered semantics, we obtain a small variant of the classic (synchronous)
bisimulation. Moreover, the three obtained congruences are pairwise dierent. Then, we compare
the expressiveness of the three approaches. We rst list a class of coordination primitives that
are directly implementable in our calculus under the instantaneous semantics but not under the
ordered one. Finally, we show that the calculus is Turing powerful under the instantaneous and
ordered approaches, whereas this is not the case for the unordered semantics. Thus, we conclude
that there exists a strict expressiveness hierarchy among the three semantics. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Generative communication, realized by means of the insertion and withdrawal of
elements from a shared multiset, is the peculiar feature of a family of coordination
languages [11], of which Linda [10] is the most prominent representative. Recently, this
communication mechanism has been adopted also by several proposals of coordination
platforms for the Java programming language, such as the Sun JavaSpaces [15] or the
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IBM T Spaces [23]. Generative communication is based on the following principles: a
sender communicates with a receiver through a shared data space (called tuple space,
TS for short), where emitted messages are collected; the receiver can consume the
message from TS; a message generated by a process has an independent existence in
the tuple space until it is explicitly withdrawn by a receiver; in fact, after its insertion
in TS, a message becomes equally accessible to all processes, but it is bound to none.
Hence, the communication is asynchronous because the sender may proceed just after
performing the emission of a message to the TS. Similarly, the receiver can input a
message present in TS at any time: a hand-shake synchronization between TS and the
receiver completes the communication between the sender and the receiver, with the
side-eect of removing the message from TS.
Besides the non-blocking output operation out(a) (that sends message a to the tuple
space) and the blocking input operation in(a) (that removes message a from TS), Linda
also oers a conditional input predicate, called inp(a), that checks the current status of
TS; if the required message a is absent, the value false is returned; on the other hand,
if the message is found, its behaviour is the same as the in operation and the value
true is returned. We represent this predicate by means of an if{then{else construct
inp(a)?P Q; it directs the ow of control to P or to Q, depending on the presence or
absence of message a in TS, respectively.
The paper presents an investigation of possible semantics for generative communi-
cation in a process algebraic setting, with particular care to the output operation that,
in our opinion, has not yet received enough attention.
Conceptually, the execution of the Linda-like output primitive out(a) can be seen
as composed of two phases: the emission of the message a (sending a to the TS) and
the rendering of a (actual presence of a in the TS, we denote with hai). The three
semantics we are going to investigate are inspired by previous related proposals (e.g.,
of the asynchronous object calculus of [14]), as well as by the informal semantics
of Linda reported in the reference manual [21]. The three dierent semantics may be
summarized as follows:
 Instantaneous: With out(a) we mean that the message is already in the TS. Hence,
out(a):P= hai jP, where j is the parallel composition operator. For instance, consider
a process P that wants to input a and a process out(a); if composed in parallel, P can
immediately input message a. This approach has been adopted in the asynchronous
-calculus [2, 14]; it is obtained by means of a simple syntactic restriction to that
language: outputs cannot be used as prexes. Intuitively, this semantics is a bit
strange, as the execution complexity of certain actions depends on their syntactic
continuation. E.g., consider P= :out(a1) and Q= :(out(a1) j out(a2) j : : : j out(an)),
where  is any non-output prex; in one single atomic step, P executes action  and
puts one tuple, ha1i, in the TS, while Q executes action  and puts the n messages
ha1i; : : : ; hani in the TS.
 Ordered: The emission and the rendering of one message form together one sin-
gle autonomous atomic action: out(a):P becomes in one (internal) step the agent
hai jP. In this way, the order of emission is respected by the rendering order. The
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implementation of out(a) is simple: the sender sends the message a and then waits
for the acknowledgement from the TS; hence, the emission of a message is realized
by means of a synchronous hand-shake communication between the sender and the
TS. This approach has already received an operational treatment in [6, 9, 13].
 Unordered: The emission and the rendering of one message are distinct autonomous
actions. Hence, out(a):P emits message a becoming the agent hhaii jP in one (in-
ternal) step, where P is free to proceed, but message a is not yet present in the TS;
indeed, hhaii takes one further internal step to become hai. The implementation of
the out(a) operation is trivial: the process out(a):P sends the message a to the TS,
and proceeds without waiting for the message to reach the TS; hence, the emission
is realized by means of an asynchronous communication between the sender and the
TS. Thus the order of emission may not to be respected by the rendering order: for
instance, if a process executes the sequence out(a):out(b), then a may be rendered
before or after the emission of b, or even after the rendering of b. To the best of our
knowledge, we do not know of any paper in process algebra studying the semantics
of this approach.
As the above approaches are equally interesting, we think it is worthwhile to compare
them formally.
The aim of the paper is twofold. On the one hand we compare the three interpre-
tations for the output operator with respect to the behavioural semantics; on the other
hand, we analyse their relative expressive power. The nal result is that the three
interpretations are basically dierent from the point of view of both the behavioural
semantics and the expressive power.
In detail, we investigate the behavioural semantics by following a commonly used
approach: we characterize the coarsest congruence contained in the barbed bisimulation
[17], a rather coarse equivalence that equates processes that are bisimilar on reduction
steps and oer, at any pair of related states, the same observable actions. We prove
that a variant of the asynchronous bisimulation [1] is the right semantics for the in-
stantaneous semantics, while the correct semantics for the other two cases is a variant
of the classic (synchronous) bisimulation [16], where inputs and outputs are treated
symmetrically. The resulting three congruences are not only pairwise dierent, but also
none of them is included in any one of the others.
Regarding the expressive power, we show that there is a precise hierarchy among
the three variants: the calculus under the instantaneous semantics is more expressive
than the calculus under the ordered semantics, which in turn is more expressive than
the calculus under the unordered semantics. The rst separation result is achieved
by showing a series of constructs that can be directly implemented in our process
algebra only under the instantaneous semantics. Namely, we discuss the possibility of
implementing the Linda rd and rdp operators (the non-consuming counterparts of in
and inp, respectively) and a test-and-set operator. The second separation result is even
more basic. We show that, for the instantaneous and ordered semantics, it is possible
to encode any Random Access Machine (RAM) [22], a Turing equivalent formalism.
On the other hand, it is possible to prove that our calculus is not Turing powerful
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under the unordered semantics; here we simply sketch the proof idea, based on a Petri
net semantics for the calculus; the interested reader can consult [7].
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the syntax of our pro-
cess algebra and the three operational semantics for the out primitive, comparing their
dierences with one instructive example. Section 3 studies the behavioural semantics,
while Section 4 discusses the expressiveness of the calculus. Section 5 reports some
conclusive remarks and the Appendix collects the proofs of the Theorems in Section 3.
2. The language and its operational semantics
Let Mess, ranged over by a; b; : : : ; be a denumerable set of message names, and
let Var, ranged over by X; Y; : : : ; be the set of program variables. We dene agents,
denoted by P;Q; : : : ; the terms obtained by the following grammar:
P ::= hai jC jPjP jPna
C ::= 0 j out(a):C j in(a):C j inp(a)?C C jCjC jX j rec X:C
Agents consist of the parallel composition of the messages already in the TS (each one
denoted by an agent hai) and the concurrent programs denoted by C;D; : : : ; sharing
the tuples. We use also a restriction operator Pna in order to have the possibility
of dening the scope of message names. A program C can be a terminated program
0 (which is usually omitted for the sake of simplicity), a program starting with a
coordination primitive (in, out, and inp), or the parallel composition of two programs.
The coordination primitives out(a) and in(a) can be represented as usual prexes,
while inp(a) requires a sort of if{then{else construct. In fact, inp(a)?C D is a program
which requires the message a to be consumed; if a is present, it is removed and the
program C is executed, otherwise D is chosen. Recursive agents are dened by using
agent variables and the standard operator for recursion rec X:C. As usual, we restrict
to closed terms and guarded recursion [16]. In the following Agent denotes the set
containing all possible agents.
The set of free names in P, denoted by fn(P), is dened as follows:
fn(0)= fn(X )= ;
fn(P jQ)= fn(P)[ fn(Q)
fn(hai)= fag
fn(Pna)= fn(P)nfag
fn(in(a):P)= fn(out(a):P)= fag[ fn(P)
fn(inp(a)?P Q)= fag[ fn(P)[ fn(Q)
fn(rec X:P)= fn(P)
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Table 1
Structural congruence
(i) P jQ  Q jP
(ii) (P jQ) jR  P j (Q jR)
(iii) P j 0  P
(iv) 0na  0
(v) (Pna)nb  (Pnb)na
(vi) (P jQ)na  P j (Qna) a =2 fn(P)
(vii) Pna  P[b=a]nb b fresh
(viii) rec X:P  P[rec X:P=X ]
Table 2
Operational semantics
(1) hai a−! 0 (2) in(a):P a−! P
(3) inp(a)?P Q
a−! P (4) inp(a)?P Q :a−! Q
(5)
P
−! P0
Pna −! P0na
 6= a; a;:a (6) P
:a−! P0
Pna −! P0na
(7)
P
:a−! P0 Q
a
−!=
P jQ :a−! P0 jQ
(8)
P
a−! P0 Q a−! Q0
P jQ −! P0 jQ0
(9)
P
−! P0
P jQ −! P0 jQ
 6= :a (10) P  Q Q
−! Q0 P0  Q0
P
−! P0
We present three dierent operational semantics for our language, one for each kind
of output prex sketched in the Introduction. The semantics are presented in two steps.
First, we dene structural congruences over agents; this relation captures the fact that,
for example, the order of the terms in a parallel composition has no eects on its
behaviour. Next, we dene labeled transition systems specifying how agents evolve
by means of the actions performed by some program in it.
The structural congruence for the instantaneous semantics i is the smallest con-
gruence satisfying the rules (i); : : : ; (viii) of Table 1 and (ix) of Table 3. The structural
congruences for the ordered and unordered semantics denoted with o and u are
instead dened both as the smallest congruence satisfying only (i); : : : ; (viii).
The labelled transition systems are of the kind (Agent, Label, !) where Label=
fg[ fa; a;:a j a 2 Messg (ranged over by ; ; : : :) is the set of the possible labels,
where  represents internal action, while a, a, and :a stand for input, output and
test for absence operations, respectively. The labelled transition relation !i for the
instantaneous semantics is the smallest one satisfying the axioms and rules from (1)
to (10) in Table 2; −!o for the ordered semantics is the one satisfying (1); : : : ; (10)
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Table 3
Three semantics for the out primitive
Instantaneous (ix) out(a):P  hai jP
Ordered (11) out(a):P
−! hai jP
Unordered (12) out(a):P
−! hhaii jP
(13) hhaii −! hai
and the axiom (11) of Table 3; while −!u for the unordered semantics considers the
axioms and rules (1); : : : ; (10); (12) and (13). The indexes i, o and u, distinguishing the
three structural congruences and transition relations, are omitted when they are clear
from the context.
Axiom (1) shows that the tuple hai is able to give its contents to the environment,
by performing an action labeled with a. Axioms (2) and (3) dene the possible input
actions on the message a (action labelled with a), according to the execution of an in
or a successful inp operation, respectively. If a process executing an inp does not nd
the required message a, it can guess its absence by performing an action labelled with
:a (axiom (4)). Rule (5) states that no actions containing the name a can be performed
by the agent Pna. When an agent P willing to perform a :a action is restricted on
the name a, its :a operation becomes a local step of computation (i.e., labelled with
) because no further agents can oer message a; in other words, the search for a has
nished because it has become a local name (rule (6)). On the other hand, if P is
composed in parallel with another agent Q, the executability of :a by P jQ depends
on the inability of Q to oer message a. Otherwise, the guess of P is wrong and :a
cannot be executed (rule (7)). The other rules are the usual for synchronization between
complementary actions (8), for local actions in parallel composed agents (9), and for
the possibility of executing the same actions for structurally congruent agents (10).
There are no rules for recursion because its semantics is dened by the congruence
rule (viii) which applies one unfolding step to a recursively dened program.
Rule (7) uses a negative premise; it is easy to see that our transition system speci-
cation is strictly stratiable [12], thus there exists a unique transition system agreeing
with it.
The rules which dierentiate the three semantics are presented in Table 3. Follow-
ing the instantaneous approach messages have to be considered already available at
the moment an output operation has to be performed. This is obtained by introduc-
ing a further rule for the structural congruence stating that a program starting with
the prex out(a) is the same as putting the tuple hai in parallel with the continua-
tion of the program. As rule (ix) may relate guarded terms to unguarded ones (e.g.,
rec X:out(a):X  rec X:(hai jX )) we will consider as guarded only terms in which each
program variable occurs inside an in prex or an inp construct.
In the ordered approach the output operation consists of one local non-blocking
action labelled with  which creates the tuple hai. In this way, when a sequence of
output is executed, the messages are rendered in the same order they are emitted.
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In the unordered approach, the execution of an output operation emitting the mes-
sage a does not directly generate the corresponding tuple hai, but it creates an agent
which will make message a available only after a non-predictable delay. This agent,
denoted by hhaii; 1 is only able to perform an internal action labelled with 
becoming hai.
Example 2.1. An example, inspired by [21], allows us to show the dierences among
the three semantics. Consider P and Q below where the only dierence between them
is the order of emission of the messages a and b:
P
def
= (out(a):out(b) j in(a):inp(b)?C D)nanb;
Q
def
= (out(b):out(a) j in(a):inp(b)?C D)nanb:
Observe that a and b are restricted names; this ensures that the in and inp operations
on these names are executed locally.
In the instantaneous semantics the messages a and b becomes available in the same
instant, hence when the testing process consumes a and executes the inp(b) primitive
the required message is found and consumed. Hence, the inp continuation is C for
both P and Q.
Under the ordered semantics the messages a and b become available in the same
order they are emitted. In this case the test performed by the inp operation in P
and Q gives rise to two dierent results. The presence of the message b is ensured
only in Q, where b becomes available before a; hence the continuation of the inp
operation is D. Instead, in P the presence or the absence of the tuple b at the in-
stant the inp is executed, depends on the order of execution of the operations: if the
inp primitive is performed before the out(b) operation, then the message b is not
found (the continuation is D), otherwise it is found and consumed (the continuation
is C).
The unordered semantics shows a third kind of behaviour because the messages a
and b become available in an unpredictable order, hence the search performed by the
inp operation can give rise to a success or a failure in both P and Q.
The behaviours of the agents P and Q under the three dierent semantics are sum-
marized by showing the possible continuations of the inp operator:
Instantaneous Ordered Unordered
P C C or D C or D
Q C C C or D
1 The syntax for the agents P is extended in the case of unordered output semantics by allowing P to be
also the agent hhaii; the function returning the free names is also extended adding fn(hhaii)= fag.
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3. Behavioural semantics
In this section the problem of dening observational semantics for the three dierent
operational semantics is considered.
We rst show, by means of the following example, that the standard notion of
bisimulation [16], is not satisfactory for our language.
Example 3.1. In this example the term rec X : :X is an agent whose observable be-
haviour consists of an innite sequence of  steps. Even if this term is not part of the
syntax of our language, it can be easily encoded; e.g., the agent (rec X : inp(b)?X X )nb
is a possible solution. Consider now the agents:
P
def
= rec Y : inp(a)?Y Y jrec X : :X; Q def= rec Y : in(a) :Y jrec X : :X
Agent P recursively performs three possible transitions labelled with a, :a, or 
respectively; on the other hand, agent Q only has outgoing transitions labelled with a
or .
It is easy to see that the standard bisimulation distinguishes the two terms, indeed,
agent P has a derivation labelled with :a that is not allowed by Q. This extra transition
of P does not add further possible behaviours to the agent. In particular, it is not
dicult to see that P and Q present the same behaviour in all possible contexts; in
other words, they cannot be distinguished by any external observer. Indeed, the extra
:a transition of P can be performed only if no hai is available in the environment
and the environment is left unchanged by the execution of this step. Agent Q is able
to mimic the same behaviour by performing its  labelled transition.
Example 3.2. The above example shows that a standard bisimulation that treats :a as
a standard label is too strong for our calculus. In order to overcome this limitation, we
could consider a modied bisimulation that treats the label :a as a . This approach
could be justied also by the fact that the label :a has been introduced only for helping
an SOS formulation of the semantics, while it is conceptually an internal step (that
can be performed only in particular contexts). A bisimulation of this kind equates the
above agents P and Q, but is not satisfactory in general. For example, consider the
following terms:
R
def
= in(a) j  :out(b); S def= inp(a)?( :out(b)) (in(a) j out(b))
where  :out(b) represents an output operation following an internal step (this happens,
e.g., in the term (hci j in(c) :out(b))nc). The agents R and S are equated by a bisimu-
lation that does not make any distinction between the labels  and :a. Nevertheless,
these agents are distinguished by the term T
def
= hai j in(b) : in(a) :out(c), as RjT could
produce the message hci, while SjT cannot. This happens because S does not produce
hbi, at least as soon as hai is available.
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The above examples show the need to investigate a new notion of bisimulation,
more abstract than a standard bisimulation but also more concrete than a bisimulation
that does not distinguish the labels  and :a.
The idea is to follow a commonly used approach which consists of investigating
the coarsest congruence contained in the barbed bisimulation [17], a rather coarse
equivalence that equates processes bisimilar on reduction steps that oer, at any pair
of related states, the same observable actions. In [17] it is proved that, for CCS [16],
the obtained equivalence corresponds to the classical notion of bisimulation. Instead,
we will show that in our setting the coarsest congruence contained in the barbed
bisimulation is more abstract than bisimulation (e.g. it will equate the agents P and Q
of Example 3.1).
In order to dene barbed bisimulation we have to introduce the notion of reduction
and commitments.
In our language, we consider as reductions not only the usual derivations labelled
with , but also those labelled with :a. In fact, a derivation P :a−! P0 indicates that P
can become P0 if no tuples hai are available in the external environment. Hence, if P
is stand-alone (i.e. without external environment), it can be considered able to become
P0. Formally:
P!P0 i P −! P0 or P :a−! P0 for some a
We consider also a weak notion of reduction P)P0, that abstracts away from the
number of derivations needed by P to become P0:
P)P0 i P−!P0
More attention must be paid in order to identify what is observable or not. In Linda-
like languages, based on the notion of uncoupled interaction via a shared data space
(the TS), it is natural to consider the TS as the observable part of a system. In other
words, an external observer is not allowed to directly interact with the processes,
but it can only communicate with them by introducing, consuming, or testing the
actual state of the TS. We model this by permitting to observe only the presence of a
certain kind of tuple hai corresponding to the ability of performing a transition labelled
with a:
P # a i P a−! P0 for some P0
It is interesting to observe that this notion of commitment is essentially the same as
the one dened in [1] in the setting of asynchronous -calculus, where channel-based
communication is considered instead of generative communication via a shared data
space.
We also dene a weak commitment + a in order to be able to denote the possibility
of a certain commitment after some reduction steps:
P+ a i P)P0 and P0 # a for some P0
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The resulting denition of barbed bisimulation is the following:
Denition 3.3. A binary, symmetric relation R on Agent is a barbed bisimulation if
(P;Q)2R implies:
 if P!P0 then there exists Q0 such that Q!Q0 and (P0; Q0)2R;
 if P # a then Q # a.
Two agents P and Q are barbed bisimilar, written P  Q, if there exists a barbed
bisimulation R such that (P;Q)2R.
As already stated, we investigate the coarsest congruence contained in the barbed
bisimulation for the three semantics.
3.1. The ordered case
In this part of the paper we take into account only the ordered semantics, and
we prove that in this case the coarsest congruence contained in  is the following
:-bisimulation. 2
Denition 3.4. A binary, symmetric relation R on Agent is a :-bisimulation if (P;Q)2
R implies:
 if P −! P0, with  6= :a, then there exists Q0 such that Q −! Q0 and (P0; Q0)2R;
 if P :a−! P0 then there exists Q0 such that
 either Q :a−! Q0 and (P0; Q0)2R
 or Q −! Q0 and (P0; Q0)2R.
Two agents P and Q are :-bisimilar, written P  Q, if there exists a :-bisimulation
R such that (P;Q)2R.
The coarsest congruence contained in the barbed bisimulation for the asynchronous
-calculus is the asynchronous bisimulation [1]. This bisimulation allows an input
action to be matched also by an internal  step, while in our :-bisimulation this
is not true. This dierence is due to the fact that in the asynchronous -calculus, a
process can receive a message and then immediately emit it once again. This allows
a process to simulate an input action (followed by the instantaneous emission of the
consumed message) with an internal  action. This cannot happen under the ordered
output because the instantaneous emission is not allowed. This is formalized by the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.5. Let P be an agent such that P 6 # a. If P b−! P0 then also P0 6 # a.
Proof. By induction on the proof of the transition P b−! P0.
2 A similar proof already appeared in N. Busi, R. Gorrieri, G. Zavattaro, A process algebraic view of
Linda coordination primitives, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 192(2) (1998) 167{199; we recall it here because it
will be used in some of the consequent proofs.
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In the following we reason up to the structural congruence ; moreover, Qn Q is
used as a shorthand for 0, if n=0, or for n copies of the agent Q composed in parallel,
while
Q
l2L Pl stands for 0 if L= ;, or for Pa1 j : : : jPan if L= fa1; : : : ; ang.
We need also the following two propositions. The former indicates that an agent
having a derivation labelled with :a cannot perform a step labelled with a, i.e., it
contains no tuple hai. The latter shows that if an agent is able to perform consecutively
n steps labelled with a, then at least n occurrences of the tuple hai are contained in it.
Proposition 3.6. Given the agent P; if P :a−! P0 then P 6 # a.
Proof. By induction on the proof of the transition P :a−! P0.
Proposition 3.7. Let P be an agent. Given n>0; if P a−! P1 a−!    a−! Pn then
PPn j
Q
nhai.
Proof. The proof uses double induction; rst on the number n of successive derivations
labelled with a, then we proceed by induction on the proof of the nth derivation
Pn−1
a−! Pn.
In order to prove that the :-bisimulation is the coarsest congruence contained in the
barbed bisimulation for the unordered case, we rst assert that  is a congruence and
then we prove that if two agents are barbed bisimilar under every context, they must
also be :-bisimilar.
Proposition 3.8. :-bisimulation is a congruence.
The proof of the congruence result is omitted here as it is standard [16].
Theorem 3.9. Let P and Q be agents. If PjR  QjR for every agent R; then PQ.
Proof. The complete proof can be found in the appendix; here, we sketch its structure.
Let P and Q be two agents satisfying the premises of the theorem. Let L= fn(P)[
fn(Q); observe that L is nite. We show that the pair (P;Q) is contained in a :-
bisimulation (up to ), hence PQ. In particular, we dene an agent R such that the
relation:
R= f(S; T ) j SjR  T jR and fn(S); fn(T )Lg
is a :-bisimulation (up to ). The pair (P;Q) is in R because PjR is barbed bisimilar
to QjR and both fn(P) and fn(Q) are subsets of L.
Corollary 3.10. :-bisimulation is the coarsest congruence contained in the barbed
bisimulation for the ordered semantics.
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Proof. Let  be a congruence contained in . We show that   . In fact, if
P  Q then PjR  QjR for every agent R because  is a congruence. By    it
follows that PjR  QjR. By Theorem 3.9 also PQ holds.
3.2. The unordered case
Also for the unordered semantics :-bisimulation is the coarsest congruence contained
in the barbed bisimulation.
It easy to see that Propositions 3.5{3.8 hold also under the unordered semantics. In
this case also other facts are required.
Fact 3.11. Let P; P0; and P00 be three agents such that P!P0!P00. If both P 6 # a
and P00 6 # a while P0 # a, then P a−! P00jhhaii.
Fact 3.12. Let P be an agent such that P 6 # a. If
P
Q
n
hhaii!    !| {z }
n times
P0
Q
n
hai
then PP0.
We can now present the new version of the Theorem 3.9 adapted to the unordered
semantics.
Theorem 3.13. Let P and Q be agents. If PjR  QjR for every agent R; then PQ.
Proof. The proof is reported in the appendix and follows the structure of the proof of
Theorem 3.9.
Corollary 3.14. :-bisimulation is the coarsest congruence contained in the barbed
bisimulation for the unordered semantics.
Proof. As the proof of Corollary 3.10, where Theorem 3.13 is used instead of
Theorem 3.9.
3.3. The instantaneous case
For the instantaneous semantics the coarsest congruence contained in the barbed
bisimulation is the following asynchronous :-bisimulation.
Denition 3.15. A binary, symmetric relation R on Agent is an asynchronous :-
bisimulation if (P;Q)2R implies:
 if P a−! P0 then there exists Q0 such that Q a−! Q0 and (P0; Q0)2R;
 if P −! P0 then there exists Q0 such that
 either Q −! Q0 and (P0; Q0)2R
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 or there exist b and Q00 such that Q b−! Q0; (P0jhbi; Q0)2R, Q :b−! Q00 and
(P0; Q00)2R;
 if P :a−! P0 then there exists Q0 such that
 either Q :a−! Q0 and (P0; Q0)2R
 or Q −! Q0 and (P0; Q0)2R
 or there exist b and Q00 such that Q b−! Q0, (P0jhbi; Q0)2R, Q :b−! Q00 and
(P0; Q00)2R;
 if P a−! P0 then there exists Q0 such that
 either Q a−! Q0 and (P0; Q0)2R
 or Q −! Q0 and (P0; Q0jhai)2R
 or there exist b and Q00 such that Q b−! Q0, (P0jhbi; Q0jhai)2R, Q :b−! Q00 and
(P0; Q00jhai)2R.
Two agents P and Q are asynchronous :-bisimilar, written P a Q, if there exists an
asynchronous :-bisimulation R such that (P;Q)2R.
As already stated, in the asynchronous bisimulation of [1] an input step can be
matched also by a  labelled transition, provided that a new tuple is emitted immediately
after the consumption step. Similarly, under the instantaneous semantics a new tuple
can be rendered immediately after a consumption step; hence the asynchronous :-
bisimulation allows the same matching between input operations and internal  steps of
the asynchronous bisimulation. This is the reason why we have called this equivalence
asynchronous.
All the other new matchings allowed by the asynchronous :-bisimulation can be
understood considering P and Q as below, where a is a name not appearing in R:
P
def
= inp(b)?out(b) :R R
Q
def
= (hai j in(a) :R)na
The agents P and Q cannot be distinguished under the instantaneous semantics because
they both perform an internal step of computation having no inuence on the envi-
ronment, and then become R. In order to equate the agents above, the asynchronous
:-bisimulation must introduce new matchings. For example a  labelled step can be
matched by a transition labelled with b. This is possible if the tuple hbi is generated
immediately after having consumed it, and if an equivalent continuation can be chosen
also if the message b is not present in the environment.
In order to prove that the asynchronous :-bisimulation is the coarsest congruence
contained in the barbed bisimulation for the instantaneous case, we proceed as for the
ordered and unordered semantics. We rst assert that a is a congruence and then we
prove that if two agents are barbed bisimilar under every context, they must also be
asynchronous :-bisimilar.
Proposition 3.16. Asynchronous :-bisimulation is a congruence.
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Theorem 3.17. Let P and Q be agents. If PjR  QjR for every agent R; then P a Q.
Proof. The proof is reported in the appendix and follows the structure of the proof of
Theorems 3.9.
Corollary 3.18. Asynchronous :-bisimulation is the coarsest congruence contained in
the barbed bisimulation for the instantaneous semantics.
Proof. As the proof of Corollary 3.10 where Theorem 3.17 is used instead of
Theorem 3.9.
It is interesting to note that neither the inp construct nor the restriction operator are
used in the denition of the context R in any of the proof of coarsest congruence; this
allows us to conclude that the results we have obtained are valid also if we eliminate
these operators from the language. Moreover, if we drop the inp construct from the
syntax, it is immediately clear that the label :a becomes meaningless; thus the :-
bisimulation and the asynchronous :-bisimulation collapse to the standard [16] and the
asynchronous bisimulation [1], respectively. We can conclude that if inp is removed
from the language, the coarsest congruence contained in the barbed bisimulation is
the standard bisimulation, if the intended semantics is ordered or unordered, or the
asynchronous bisimulation, in the case of instantaneous interpretation.
3.4. Comparing the equivalences
The equivalence a on the instantaneous semantics and  on the ordered and
unordered semantics, infer three dierent equivalences on the language:
P 1 Q i P a Q in the instantaneous semantics;
P 2 Q i P  Q in the ordered semantics;
P 3 Q i P  Q in the unordered semantics:
We show by examples that the three congruences are all dierent and no one of them
is included in any one of the others.
Example 3.19. Consider the following agents:
P
def
= (out(a) :out(b) j in(b) : inp(a)?out(c) out(d))nanb
Q
def
= (out(b) :out(a) j in(b) : inp(a)?out(c) out(d))nanb
R
def
= (out(a) :out(b) j in(b) : in(a) :out(c))nanb
Under the instantaneous semantics the three agents are equivalent; P 1 Q 1 R
because the unique behaviour the three agents can have is the one in which both the
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messages a and b are consumed and the new message c is emitted. In the case of
ordered semantics only P and R are equivalent; Q 62 P 2 R 62 Q because Q can
generate the message d (i.e. Q + d) while P and R can only emit c (i.e., P 6+ d; R 6+ d).
In the unordered semantics only P and Q are equivalent; R 63 P 3 Q 63 R because
P and Q can generate the message d (i.e. P + d;Q + d) while R can only emit c (i.e.
R 6+ d).
This example shows that 1 6 2, 1 6 3, and 2 6 3. It is possible to
prove that also the inverse inclusions are false, as shown by the agents reported in the
following example.
Example 3.20. For the sake of readability, in this example we will use a  prex
and an internal choice PQ operator; even if they are not part of the syntax of our
language they can be encoded. In particular, given a program P, the term  :P is an
agent that is forced to perform an internal  labelled step before activating P. One
possible encoding is represented by the following agent:
(haijin(a) :P)na
where a is not a free name of P. On the other hand, given two programs P and Q,
the term PQ can activate either P or Q by performing a  labelled step. A possible
encoding of PQ is the following:
(hai j in(a) :Pjin(a) :Q)na
where the name a does not appear free neither in P nor in Q.
Consider now the following agents:
P
def
= (out(a) :out(b) j in(b) : inp(a)?out(c)−out(d))nanb
Q
def
= :(::::out(c) (:::out(c) (::out(c)
(:out(c) ( j out(d))))))
It is not dicult to see that under the unordered semantics P3 Q: in particular,
Q gives rise exactly to the same transitions of P (in other words, it is a syntactic
representation of its derivation tree). Instead, P and Q cannot be equivalent in the case
of instantaneous or ordered semantics because Q + d while P 6+ d in both cases.
We also prove that 2*1. Let
P
def
=(out(a) :out(b) j in(a) : inp(b)?out(c) out(d))nanb
Q
def
= :(::out(c) (:out(c) ( j out(d))))
In the case of ordered semantics, Q has the same transitions of P; hence P2 Q.
Instead, under instantaneous semantics P and Q cannot be equivalent because Q + d
while P 6+ d.
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4. Expressiveness of the language
In this section we analyse the expressive power of our calculus under the three
dierent semantics.
We rst compare the instantaneous and the ordered semantics. We proceed by study-
ing the possibility of encoding the remaining Linda primitives rd and rdp, the non-
consuming versions of in and inp, respectively. We show that under the instantaneous
semantics, the possibility of emitting instantaneously new tuples permits the implemen-
tation of these operators, while the ordered semantics does not. Moreover, we show
that even if the language is extended with the explicit rd and rdp operators, there exist
other coordination primitives not provided in Linda, e.g., a sort of atomic test-and-set
operator, that can be encoded under the instantaneous semantics and not in the ordered
one.
After, we recall the result presented in [7]: the language is Turing powerful under
the instantaneous and ordered semantics because it is expressive enough to model any
Random Access Machine (RAM) [22], while in the case of unordered semantics the
language is no more Turing powerful.
4.1. Comparing instantaneous and ordered semantics
We rst compare the instantaneous and the ordered semantics by analysing the
problem of implementing the Linda rd coordination primitive.
4.1.1. Encoding the rd primitive of Linda
The language Linda provides also a non-consuming input operator rd. According to
[6], this operator can be modelled by means of a new prex rd(a) that we introduce
by extending the denition of the concurrent programs as follows:
C ::= : : : j rd(a) :C
The semantics is also extended by considering the following axiom and rule:
(14) rd(a) :P
a−!P
(15)
P
a−!P0 Q a−!Q0
P jQ −!P0 jQ
Axiom (14) introduces the new label a as the observable action performed by the rd(a)
prex. 3 The label a is dierent from the standard label a for the way it synchronizes
with a labels: rule (15) indicates that the process performing the a derivation is left
unchanged, in this way no tuple hai is consumed.
The rd coordination primitive can be encoded under the instantaneous semantics sim-
ply by considering an input operation followed by the immediate reintroduction in the
3 The denition of reduction remains the same also after the introduction of the new label a; indeed, a
transition labelled with a cannot be performed in the empty environment, as at least one tuple hai is required.
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TS of the consumed tuple. It is easy to see, for example, that rd(a) :P j hai  in(a) :out
(a) :P j hai: in fact, both the agents are able to perform only a reduction step leading
to an agent structural congruent to P j hai.
In general, we inductively dene an encoding < =rd mapping agents to terms that
does not contain the new rd(a) prex, and we prove the adequacy of this encoding.
For the basic terms 0 and hai the encoding simply returns the agents themselves;
for composed agents dierent from rd(a) :P the encoding is applied inductively on the
subagents (e.g <inp(a)?P−Q=rd = inp(a)?<P=rd− <Q=rd). The unique non-trivial case is:
<rd(a) :P=rd = in(a) :out(a) : <P=rd
The correctness of the encoding under the instantaneous semantics is proved by
showing that P and <P=rd are indistinguishable in every context C[ ]. A context is
an agent with a hole and C[P] denotes the term obtained by lling the hole with P.
Before proving the adequacy of the encoding we need to point out the following facts.
Fact 4.1. Let P be an agent. If P a−!P0 then PP0 j hai.
Fact 4.2. Let P be an agent. Under the instantaneous semantics
if P −!P0 then
(
<P=rd
−! <P0=rd or
<P=rd
a−!hai j <P0=rd (with = a)
Moreover;
if <P=rd
−!P0 then
(
P −!P00 (with P0 <P00=rd) or
P
a−!P000 (with P0= hai j <P000=rd and = a)
Theorem 4.3. Let P be an agent. For every context C[ ]; under the instantaneous
semantics C[P] C[<P=rd ].
Proof. We show that the relation:
R= f(C[P]; C[<P=rd ]); (C[<P=rd ]; C[P]) j for every C[ ] and Pg
is a barbed bisimulation. We reason up to the structural congruence  .
Let (Q; R)2R. By Fact 4.2 immediately follows that if Q # a then also R # a.
It is now sucient to show that if Q!Q0 then also R!R0 with (Q0; R0)2R. We
consider the case Q=C[P] and R=C[<P=rd ] (the other case is treated in a similar
way).
If the agent P is not involved in the reduction step, then only the context changes,
i.e., Q0=C0[P] for some context C0[ ]. But also R!C0[<P=rd ] and (C0[P]; C0[<P=rd ])
2R.
Instead, if the agent P is involved then Q0=C0[P0] for some context C0[ ] and agent
P0 such that P −!P0. By Fact 4.2 there are two cases to analyse.
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In the rst case <P=rd
−! <P0=rd , hence also C[<P=rd ]!C0[<P0=rd ] and (C0[P0];
C0[<P0=rd ])2R.
In the second case = a and <P=rd
a−!hai j <P0=rd . The reduction Q!Q0 consists of
a synchronization between the read operation that P performs, and an output action
T a−!T 0 where T is a subagent of the context C[ ]. The fact that T a−!T 0 ensures,
by Fact 4.1, that T T 0 j hai.
By applying the structural rules it is possible to put the agents T and P syntactically
in contact, hence, without loss of generality, we suppose C[P]C00[T jP]. The fact
that T T 0 j hai ensures, by substitutivity, that C00[T jP]C00[T 0 j hai jP]. Thus, the
synchronization between T and R leads to the agent Q0C00[T 0 j hai jP0] (observe that
T is left unchanged).
Consider now the agent R; as QC00[T 0 j hai jP] also R is structurally congruent to
C00[T 0 j hai j <P=rd ]. Because of the derivation <P=rd a−!hai j <P0=rd , the agent R is able
to perform the reduction step R!C00[T 0 j hai j <P0=rd ]. Finally, it is sucient to observe
that (C00[T 0 j hai jP0]; C00[T 0 j hai j <P0=rd ])2R.
In order to prove that the rd primitive cannot be implemented under the ordered
semantics, we consider the problem of implementing a particular agent called tester
for presence, and we show that it can be implemented under the ordered semantics
only by making use of the rd primitive.
Denition 4.4. An agent Pa is a tester for presence of tuple hai i:
(1) Pa 6+ pa
(2) Pa jhai +pa
(3) Pa jhaij inp(a)?0−out(ta) 6+ ta
where pa and ta are two message names indicating the presence of the tuple hai and
the fact that its absence has been tested, respectively.
The following agent is clearly a tester for presence of tuple hai:
P0a
def
= rd(a) :out(pa)
Instead, its encoding <P0a == in(a) :out(a) :out(pa) is not a tester under the ordered se-
mantics. It is enough to observe the following sequence of reduction steps, permitted
under the ordered interpretation, that invalidates item (3) of Denition 4.4:
in(a) :out(a) :out(pa) j hai j inp(a)?0−out(ta) !
out(a) :out(pa) j inp(a)?0−out(ta) !
out(a) :out(pa) j out(ta) !
out(a) :out(pa) j htai # ta
In the following we prove that there is no way to implement a tester for presence
under the ordered semantics without making use of the rd primitive.
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We rst point out a fact and recall Proposition 3.5.
Fact 4.5. Let P be an agent. If P)P0 then for every a; Q1 and Q2 also P j in(a) :Q1
)P0 j in(a) :Q1 and P j inp(a)?Q1−Q2)P0 j inp(a)?Q1−Q2.
Proposition 3.5 states that, given an agent P interpreted following the ordered se-
mantics, if P 6 # a and P b−!P0 then also P0 6 # a. This means that under the ordered
semantics it is not possible to instantaneously emit new tuples after a consumption
step. This is not true under the instantaneous semantics; e.g., consider the program
in(b) :out(a) having the following derivation:
in(b) :out(a) b−! out(a)hai # a
while it is clear that in(b) :out(a)6 # a.
The following lemma analyses each agent P such that P # a and P a−!P0. The fact
that P # a indicates that the agent P contains a tuple hai; the derivation P a−!P0 ensures
that it is also able to consume another tuple hai. We prove that P can also consume
its internal tuple without looking for an external one. Formally, also the derivation
P −!P00 with P00 j haiP0 holds.
Lemma 4.6. Let P be an agent interpreted under the ordered semantics. If P a−!P0
and P # a; then also P −!P00 with P00 j haiP0.
We now prove that if an agent P satises (1) and (2) of Denition 4.4, then it is
able to consume a tuple hai if present in TS.
Proposition 4.7. Let P be an agent interpreted under the ordered semantics. If P 6+ pa
and P j hai +pa; then there exists P0 such that P j hai)P0 with P0 6 # a.
Proof. If P j hai +pa then there exists n>0 such that
P j hai!P1!    !Pn with Pn #pa
We proceed by induction on n. In the base case n=0, then P j hai=Pn and P j hai #pa.
It is easy to see that this implies the contradiction P #pa. Hence, n is strictly greater
than 0.
In the inductive case we consider the rst step P j hai!P1. There are two cases to
analyse. In the rst case P1P01 j hai with P!P01 . The thesis directly follows by the
inductive hypothesis that can be applied to P01 ; in fact, P
0
1 j hai +pa and also P01 6+ pa,
otherwise P could weakly commit pa. In the second case P1P01 with P a−!P01 . We
rst suppose that P # a, and after we analyse the case in which P 6 # a. If P # a, the
fact that also P a−!P01 ensures that, by Lemma 4.6, P!P001 with P01 P001 j hai. The
thesis directly follows by the inductive hypothesis, that can be applied to P001 ; in fact,
P001 j hai +pa (as P01 P1 and P1 +pa) and also P001 6+ pa, otherwise P could weakly
commit pa.
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If P 6 # a, the fact that P a−!P01 ensures that also P01 6 # a by Proposition 3.5. Thus,
also P1 6 # a as P1P01 .
We are now able to prove that it is not possible, under the ordered semantics, to
implement a tester for presence of tuple hai for any a.
Theorem 4.8. Let P be an agent interpreted under the ordered semantics. For any
message name a; P is not a tester for presence of tuple hai.
Proof. By contradiction suppose that P is a tester for presence of tuple hai. Item (1)
and (2) of Denition 4.4 ensure that P 6+ pa and P j hai +pa. By Proposition 4.7 there
exists P0 such that P j hai)P0 with P0 6 # a.
By Fact 4.5 also P j hai j inp(a)?0−out(ta))P0 j inp(a)?0−out(ta). The fact that
P0 6 # a ensures that the else branch of the inp could be chosen; in this way the tu-
ple htai could be emitted invalidating (3) of Denition 4.4.
In the following we show that the introduction of the rd operator is not sucient
to cover the gap of expressivity between the instantaneous and the ordered semantics.
In order to prove this, we consider the problem of encoding the Linda rdp primitive.
4.1.2. Encoding the rdp primitive of Linda
The language Linda provides also a non-consuming input predicate rdp. According
to [6], we could model this operator by extending the denition of the concurrent
programs as follows:
C ::= : : : j rdp(a)?C−C
The semantics is also extended by adding the axioms:
(16) rdp(a)?P−Q
a−!P
(17) rdp(a)?P−Q
:a−!Q
Axiom (16) indicates that if a tuple hai is available, the agent rdp(a)?P−Q becomes
P, otherwise it behaves like Q (axiom (17)).
The rdp coordination primitive can be encoded under the instantaneous semantics
simply by considering an inp operation: if the required tuple is consumed then it is
immediately reintroduced in the TS. For example, it is easy to see that under the instan-
taneous semantics rdp(a)?P−Q
 inp(a)?(out(a) :P)−Q and also (rdp(a)?P−Q) j hai 
(inp(a)?(out(a) :P)−Q) j hai. In the rst case only a reduction step leading to Q is
permitted; in the second case both the terms become structurally congruent to P j hai.
Also for the rdp operator, we inductively dene an encoding < =rdp mapping generic
agents in terms without the new rdp construct. Also for this encoding there exists a
unique non-trivial case:
<rdp(a)?P−Q=rdp= inp(a)?(out(a) : <P=rdp)−<Q=rdp
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Theorem 4.9. Let P be an agent. For every context C[ ]; under the instantaneous
semantics C[P] C[<P=rdp].
Proof. First of all we observe that Fact 4.2 holds also if < =rdp is substituted for < =rd .
After, the same reasoning followed in the proof of Theorem 4.3 can be used to prove
that also the relation:
R= f(C[P]; C[<P=rdp]); (C[<P=rdp]; C[P]) j for every C[ ] and Pg
is a barbed bisimulation up to .
In order to prove that the rdp primitive cannot be implemented under the ordered
semantics, we consider the problem of implementing a particular agent called tester
for absence, and we show that it can be implemented under the ordered interpretation
only by making use of the new rdp primitive.
Denition 4.10. An agent Aa is a tester for absence of tuple hai i:
(1) Aa + aa
(2) Aa j hai 6+ aa
(3) Aa j hai j inp(a)?0−out(ta) 6+ ta
where aa is a message name indicating the absence of tuple hai.
The following agent is clearly a tester for absence of tuple hai:
A0a
def
= rdp(a)?0−out(aa)
Instead, its encoding <A0a== inp(a)?out(a)−out(aa) is not a tester under the ordered
semantics. It is enough to observe the following sequence of reduction steps, permitted
under the ordered interpretation, that invalidates item (3) of Denition 4.10:
rdp(a)?0−out(aa) j hai j inp(a)?0−out(ta) !
out(a) j inp(a)?0−out(ta) !
out(a) j out(ta) !
out(a) j htai + ta
In the following we prove that there is no way to implement a tester for absence under
the ordered semantics without making use of the rdp primitive. In order to prove this
we will consider the initial language extended only with the rd(a) prex.
Before proceeding in our proof we need to observe that if an agent P is able to
perform a derivation labeled with :a then P 6 # a.
Fact 4.11. Let P be an agent. If there exists P0 such that P :a−!P0 then P 6 # a.
The following lemma states that each agent that does not contain any rdp constructs
is able to perform a :a derivation, it is also able to perform another one labeled with
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a. This is due to the fact that the derivations labelled with :a are induced by an
inp(a)?P−Q term; this term also allows a derivation labeled with a. In other words,
every agent testing the absence of a certain tuple is also able to consume it.
Lemma 4.12. Let P be an agent. If P :a−!P0 then there exists P00 such that P a−!P00.
We now prove that if an agent P satises (1) and (2) of Denition 4.10, then it is
able to consume a tuple hai if present in TS.
Proposition 4.13. Let P be an agent interpreted under the ordered semantics. If P + aa
and P j hai 6+ aa; then there exists P0 such that P j hai)P0 with P0 6 # a.
Proof. If P + aa then there exists n>0 such that
P!P1!    !Pn with Pn # aa
We proceed by induction on n.
In the base case n=0, then P=Pn and P # aa. This implies the contradiction P j hai #
aa; hence, n is strictly greater than 0. In the inductive case, we consider the reduction
step P!P1 and the corresponding labeled transition P −!P1 with =  or =:b for
some b.
If =  or =:b with b 6= a the thesis directly follows by the inductive hypothesis.
In fact, it can be applied on P01 because P
0
1 + aa and also P01 j hai 6+ aa; otherwise Pjhai
could weakly commit aa.
If  = :a then by Fact 4.11 P 6 # a and by Lemma 4.12 there exists P00 such that
P a−! P00. In this way a tuple hai can be consumed, i.e. Pjhai!P00. The fact that
P 6 # a ensures that P00 6 # a by Proposition 3.5 (that holds also in the presence of the rd
operation).
We are now able to prove that it is not possible, under the ordered semantics, to
implement a tester for absence of tuple hai for any a.
Theorem 4.14. Let P be an agent interpreted under the ordered semantics. For any
message name a; P is not a tester for absence of tuple hai.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.8, where Proposition 4.13 is used instead of
Proposition 4.7.
In the following we show that the introduction of the rdp operator is not sucient
to cover the gap of expressivity between the instantaneous and the ordered semantics.
In other words, even if all the Linda coordination primitives are considered, the in-
stantaneous semantics makes the language more expressive. In order to prove this, we
consider the problem of encoding a sort of test-and-set operator that atomically tests
the absence of a tuple and produces it in the case it is not available.
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4.1.3. Encoding an atomic test-and-set primitive
We consider a test-and-set operator that atomically veries the absence of a certain
tuple and, if it is not available, produces a new occurrence of it.
This atomic test-and-set operator can be modelled in our language by extending the
denition of the concurrent programs as follows:
C ::= : : : j t&s(a)?C C
The semantics is also extended by adding the following axioms:
(18) t&s(a)?P Q
a−! P
(19) t&s(a)?P Q :a−! haijQ
If a tuple hai is available then the agent t&s(a)?P Q evolves to P (axiom (18));
otherwise, a new occurrence of hai is emitted and the agent evolves to Q in a single
step (axiom (19)).
The test-and-set primitive can be encoded under the instantaneous semantics simply
by using a rdp operation that instantaneously produce a new tuple after having tested
its absence. It is easy to see, for example, that t&s(a)?P Q and rdp(a)?P (out(a) :Q)
have the same possible derivations, leading to structurally equivalent agents. In fact,
the second agent has only the following derivations:
rdp(a)?P (out(a) :Q)
a−! P
rdp(a)?P (out(a) :Q) :a−! out(a) :Q  haijQ
In general, we inductively dene an encoding < = t&s mapping agents to terms that does
not contain the test-and-set operator, and we prove the adequacy of this encoding. Also
in this encoding there exists a unique non-trivial case:
<t&s(a)?P Q= t&s = rdp(a)?<P= t&s (out(a) : <Q= t&s)
This time, the correctness of the encoding is stronger: every agent P and its encoding
<P= t&s have the same derivations leading to structurally congruent terms.
Theorem 4.15. Let P be an agent. Under the instantaneous semantics P −! P0 if
and only if <P= t&s
−! P00 with <P0= t&s  P00.
Proof. By induction on the proof of the derivation.
In order to prove that the atomic test-and-set primitive cannot be implemented under
the ordered semantics, we consider the problem of implementing a particular agent
called mutually exclusive producer, and we show that it cannot be implemented under
the ordered interpretation.
Denition 4.16. An agent Ma is a mutually exclusive producer of tuple hai i:
(1) Ma + a
(2) MajMajin(a) : in(a) :out(ta) 6+ ta
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where ta is a message name indicating that at least two occurrences of the tuple hai
have been detected.
The idea underlying a mutually exclusive producer is that it is able to produce a new
occurrence of a tuple; but, in the presence of another producer, only one is enabled
to perform the emission operation. Before producing the tuple, a mutually exclusive
producer must in some way verify the presence of another concurrent producer.
The following agent is clearly a mutually exclusive producer of tuple hai:
M 0a
def
= t&s(b)?0 out(a)
At the beginning of the computations no tuple hbi and hai are present. When one
mutually exclusive producer begins its computation, it veries the absence of hbi,
immediately produces a rst occurrence of hbi, and is then enabled to produce hai; the
second agent veries the presence of hbi and terminates without producing any hai.
Instead, its encoding <M 0a= t&s = rdp(b)?0 (out(b) :out(a)) is not a mutually exclusive
producer under the ordered semantics. It is enough to observe the following sequence
of reduction steps, permitted following the ordered interpretation, that invalidates item
(2) of Denition 4.16:
rdp(b)?0 (out(b) :out(a))jrdp(b)?0 (out(b) :out(a))jin(a) : in(a) :out(ta) !
out(b) :out(a)jrdp(b)?0 (out(b) :out(a))jin(a) : in(a) :out(ta) !
out(b) :out(a)jout(b) :out(a)jin(a) : in(a) :out(ta) )
hbijhbijhaijhaijin(a) : in(a) :out(ta) )
hbijhbijhtai # ta
In the following we prove that there is no way to implement such a producer in our
calculus (extended with rd and rdp) under the ordered semantics.
The following lemma states that under the ordered semantics no new tuples can be
emitted during the execution of a :a derivation; in other words, there is no way to
instantaneously emit new tuples after the execution of a test for absence.
Lemma 4.17. Let P be an agent interpreted under the ordered semantics such that
P :a−! P0 for some P0. If P 6 # b then also P0 6 # b.
We now prove that under the ordered semantics, whenever an agent able to produce
a tuple hai is composed in parallel with another occurrence of itself, then at least two
tuples hai can be produced.
Proposition 4.18. Let P be an agent interpreted under the ordered semantics. If P + a
then there exist P0; P00; and P000 such that
PjP)P0 a−! P00 a−! P000
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Proof. If P + a then there exists n>0 such that
P!P1!    !Pn with Pn # a
We proceed by induction on n. In the base case n = 0, then P = Pn and P # a. This
ensures that there exists Q such that P a−! Q. Hence, PjP a−! QjP a−! QjQ. In the
inductive case, we consider the reduction step P!P1 and the corresponding labelled
transition P −! P1 with  =  or  = :b for some b. If  =  then PjP −! P1jP −!
P1jP1. The thesis directly follows by the inductive hypothesis as it can be applied to
P1. If  = :b then by Fact 4.11 (holding also in the presence of the rdp operator)
P 6 # b; as P :b−! P1, by Lemma 4.17 also P1 6 # b. This ensures
PjP :b−! P1jP :b−! P1jP1
The thesis directly follows by the inductive hypothesis.
We are now able to prove that it is not possible, under the ordered semantics also in
the presence of the rd and rdp operators, to implement a mutually exclusive producer
of tuple hai for any a.
Theorem 4.19. Let P be an agent interpreted under the ordered semantics. For any
message name a; P is not a mutually exclusive producer of tuple hai.
Proof. By contradiction suppose that P is the mutually exclusive producer. Item (1)
of Denition 4.16 ensures that P + a. By Proposition 4.18 there exist P0, P00 and P000
such that PjP)P0 a−! P00 a−! P000. By Fact 4.5 (holding also in the presence of the
rd and rdp operators) then also
PjPjin(a) : in(a) :out(ta) )
P0jin(a) : in(a) :out(ta) !
P00jin(a) :out(ta) !
P000jout(ta) !
P000jhtai # ta
invalidating item (2) of Denition 4.16.
We can conclude that in the complete language Linda, it is not possible to implement
the above atomic test-and-set operator if the intended semantics is the ordered one.
Besides this atomic test-and-set coordination primitive, it is interesting to point out
the existence of an entire class of coordination primitives that can be embedded under
the instantaneous semantics and not under the ordered one. In particular we could think
to generalize the test-and-set operator in the following way. Given a positive natural
number n, an atomic test-and-n-set operator is able to atomically test the absence of
the tuple hai and, in the case it is absent, produce n occurrences of that tuple.
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Under the instantaneous semantics a test-and-n-set operator can be embedded follow-
ing the approach described above for the test-and-set operator. Consider, for example,
the agent
rdp(a)?P (out(a) :out(a) : : : : :out(a)| {z }
n times
:Q)
which is able to produce n occurrences of the tuple hai immediately after having tested
the absence of such this tuple.
Following the same proof technique used for the standard test-and-set operator, it
is possible to prove that also a test-and-n-set operator cannot be embedded, for any
positive natural number n, if the intended semantics is the ordered one.
4.2. Comparing ordered and unordered semantics
A RAM is a computational model consisting of a nite set of registers that can hold
arbitrary large natural numbers and of a program, that is a sequence of simple numbered
instructions, like arithmetical operations on the contents of registers or conditional
jumps.
To perform a computation, the inputs are provided in registers r1; : : : ; rn; if other
registers are used in the program, they are supposed to contain the value 0 at the
beginning of the computation. The execution of the program begins with the rst
instruction and continues by executing the other instructions in sequence, unless a jump
instruction is encountered. The execution stops when an instruction number higher than
the length of the program is reached; this happens if the program was executing the last
instruction of the program and this instruction does not require a jump, or if the current
instruction requires a jump to an instruction number not appearing in the program. If
the program terminates, the result of the computation is the content of the registers
specied as outputs.
In [18] it is shown that the following two instructions are sucient to model every
recursive function:
 Succ(rj): add 1 to the content of register rj;
 DecJump(rj; s): if the contents of register rj is not zero, then decrease it by 1 and
go to the next instruction, otherwise jump to instruction s.
For example, the following program computes the sum of registers r1 and r2, putting
the result in register r1 (note that the third instruction corresponds to an unconditional
jump, because register r3 contains the value 0 at the beginning of the computation and
its contents is never modied by the program):
1 : DecJump(r2; 4)
2 : Succ(r1)
3 : DecJump(r3; 1)
In the following we will present how to encode any RAM in our language under the
ordered or the instantaneous interpretations. In this translation we model the contents
of registers and the program counter by means of tuples: if register rj contains the
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number n, then n tuples hrji are in the tuple space; if the next instruction to execute
is the ith, then TS contains the tuple hpii.
To model the instruction we proceed in the following way: a Succ instruction on
register rj at position i is represented by an agent that consumes the \program counter
tuple", adds a tuple hrji and updates the program counter by adding a tuple hpi+1i; an
instruction DecJump(rj; s) at position i is modeled by an agent that, after consuming the
\program counter tuple", performs an inp on message rj; if the operation succeeds, then
a tuple hrji has been withdrawn from the tuple space and the agent updates the program
counter by adding hpi+1i, otherwise a jump to the sth instruction is performed by
adding hpsi. The use of the recursion operator in the representation of the instructions
permits to reuse them.
<i : Succ(rj)=
def
= rec X:(in(pi) :out(rj) :out(pi+1) :X )
<i : DecJump(rj; s)
def
= rec X:(in(pi) : inp(rj) ? (out(pi+1) :X ) (out(ps) :X ))
The agent modeling the program I1 : : : Ik with inputs n1; : : : ; nm is:
hp1ijhr1i hr1ij : : : jhr1i| {z }
n1 times
j : : : j hrmij : : : jhrmi| {z }
nm times
j<I1=j : : : j<Ik =
The unordered case: The implementation of the RAM we have presented, is not cor-
rect for the unordered semantics because of problems in updating the program counter.
Consider an execution of a program with instructions:
i : Succ(rj)
i + 1 : DecJump(rj; s)
in which the register rj is empty at the moment the ith instruction is executed. The
implementation of the Succ(rj) instruction creates two tuples: hrji and the new \program
counter tuple" hpi+1i. If the tuple hpi+1i becomes available before hrji, the following
DecJump(rj; s) instruction could execute the jump because no tuple hrji is available.
In the instantaneous and ordered semantics this kind of problems cannot arise because
the \program counter tuple" becomes available simultaneously (in the instantaneous
case) or only after (in the ordered case) the tuple hrji. Under unordered semantics the
order of rendering of the tuples is not predictable, hence the wrong jump could be
performed.
We not only say that the implementation we have presented is not correct under
unordered semantics, but we also assert that the RAM is not implementable in any
way. In fact, under this semantics, the language is no more Turing powerful; in [7] we
show that the problem of termination is decidable under the unordered semantics. 4
The proof is divided into two steps: we rst dene a net semantics in terms of
contextual P=T nets (i.e., P=T nets extended with arcs testing for presence or absence
4 Even if the language adopted in [7] is a slight variation of the calculus considered here (it uses input
guarded replication instead of guarded recursion and does not contain restriction), the proof of non-Turing
equivalence can be easily adapted.
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of tokens in a place; see, e.g., [8, 19]). This semantics, dened following the style of
[3, 4], preserves the interleaving behaviour, hence also the possibility of deadlock. Then,
given the contextual P=T net semantics, we present a mapping on nite (standard) P=T
nets that preserves deadlock. As deadlock is decidable on nite P=T nets, we conclude
that the termination problem is decidable under the unordered semantics.
5. Conclusion and future research
Three dierent interpretations of the output operation are studied: we compare them
from the point of view of both their behavioural semantics and their expressive power.
We think this is a rst necessary step, not only in order to equip with a formal seman-
tics Linda itself, but also to have a deeper understanding of a class of Linda based co-
ordination models, such as JavaSpaces [15] or T Spaces [23]. For instance, in the refer-
ence manual [21] of Linda, it is often unclear which is the real interpretation of the out
primitive. As an illustrative example, consider Q = (out(b) :out(a)jin(a) : inp(b)?C D).
If we assume the ordered semantics, then the input of a is possible only if hbi is
already in TS; hence, the execution of inp will always enable C. Dierently, if we
assume the unordered semantics, then no guarantee is given that hbi is in TS; hence, it
is sometimes possible that D is executed instead. The choice between the two seman-
tics is not solved in [21] and other similar publications (e.g., [20]). For instance, on
pp. 2{6 of [21] we can read: \out returns after the tuple has been added to tuple space",
hence supporting the claim that the intended semantics is ordered. On the other hand,
on pp. 2{26 of [21] a comment to a program reported on pp. 2{25 expresses a concern
very similar to the above about the possible executability of D, hence validating that
the intended semantics is the unordered one. Similar contradictions, regarding shared
memory implementations, can be found in [20]: on lines 19{20 of pp. 4 it is said that
it is not ensured that \an out followed by a predicate operation on the same tuple
will succeed", hence supporting that the intended semantics is unordered. Instead, on
lines 7{9 of the same page we can read: \The time at which the tuple is visible to
other processes is indeterminate. In the existing shared memory implementations, the
operation is completed immediately.", hence validating the ordered semantics approach.
Besides the two interpretations discussed above, we consider also the instantaneous
semantics because it corresponds to the way asynchronous communication is mod-
elled in previous proposals for asynchronous process algebras [2, 14]. Nevertheless, in
our setting, this approach has only a theoretical relevance, because an implementation
seems unrealistic: indeed, in some circumstances it requires the atomic emission of an
unbounded amount of new tuples.
From the point of view of the behavioural semantics we have found out that the
three obtained congruences are pairwise dierent and none of them is includes in any
one of the others. Regarding the expressive power, we have shown a precise hierarchy
among the three semantics. In particular, we have listed some coordination primitives
that have a direct implementation under the instantaneous semantics and not under the
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ordered one, and we have shown that the calculus is Turing powerful if the intended
semantics is instantaneous or ordered, while this is not the case under the unordered in-
terpretation. Indeed, under this approach the problem of termination=deadlock becomes
decidable.
We observe that a direct comparison of the three operational semantics can help
in deciding properties of programs. For instance, it is clear that three transition sys-
tems for any program P under the three semantics are in a very precise relation:
the transition system of the ordered semantics is obtained by pruning some transi-
tions from the one for the unordered and, in turn, the transition system for the instan-
taneous semantics is obtained by pruning some transitions of the one for the ordered
semantics. Therefore, if P is deadlock-free under the unordered semantics (and we
have proven that this is a decidable property), then P has no deadlock also un-
der the ordered and the instantaneous semantics. We plan to investigate further this
issue.
We would like to mention that we have left for future research the investigation of
further, interesting implementations of the output operation like, e.g., [20], according to
which the tuple generated by a process by means of an out operation \will be visible
to the same process by the time the next Linda operation executes", while the tuple
\is not guaranteed to be visible to another process until some variable latency period
has past".
The study carried out in this paper can be extended to cope with further coordination
primitives, as, e.g., the rd and rdp Linda operators described in Section 4; as far as
the behavioural semantics is concerned, these have been already studied in [6] for the
ordered case only.
Appendix A. Proofs of Section 3
Theorem 3.9. Let P and Q be agents interpreted under the ordered semantics. If
PjR  QjR for every agent R; then PQ.
Proof. Let P and Q be two agents satisfying the premises of the theorem. Let L=fn(P)
[ fn(Q); observe that L is nite.
We show that the pair (P;Q) is contained in a :-bisimulation (up to ), hence
PQ. In particular, we dene the following agent R:
R def=
Q
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2L
Ag2l j
Q
l2L
Ag3l j
Q
l2L
Ag4l j
Q
l2L
Ag5l
such that the relation:
R= f(S; T ) j SjR  T jR and fn(S); fn(T )Lg
is a :-bisimulation (up to ). The pair (P;Q) is in R because PjR is barbed bisimilar
to QjR and both fn(P) and fn(Q) are subsets of L.
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The agents Agil are dened as follows:
Ag1l
def= recX : in(l) :out(b1l ) : in(b
1
l ) :X
Ag2l
def= recX : in(l) :out(b2l ) :out(cl) : in(b
2
l ) :X
Ag3l
def= recX :out(l) :out(b3l ) : in(b
3
l ) :X
Ag4l
def= recX : in(cl) :out(b4l ) :out(l) : in(b
4
l ) :X
Ag5l
def= recX :out(l) :out(b5l ) : in(l) : in(b
5
l ) :X
where bil and cl are all fresh and distinct names for every i and l. The tuples hbili are
called presence tokens: each agent Agil (and only it) is able to generate and consume
the corresponding presence token hbili. Moreover, for every agent Agil, if Agil −! R0,
then R0!R00 # bil, i.e., if one of the subagents of R performs a transition step, then
the corresponding presence token can be produced after one single reduction step.
In order to prove that R is a :-bisimulation we rst observe that R is symmetric
because of the symmetricity of . After, it is enough to proceed by case analysis on
the possible derivations S −! S 0 proving that in each case T is able to reply according
to the denition of the :-bisimulation.
 S a−! S 0:
Consider the following sequence of derivations that the agent SjR can perform be-
cause of the presence of the agent Ag1a. Let R
0 be the term:Q
l2Lnfag
Ag1l j
Q
l2L
Ag2l j
Q
l2L
Ag3l j
Q
l2L
Ag4l j
Q
l2L
Ag5l
then:
SjR ! S 0jout(b1a) : in(b1a) :Ag1ajR0 (
def
= V1)
! S 0jhb1aijin(b1a) :Ag1ajR0 (
def
= V2)
! S 0jR (def= V3)
Observe that V2 # b1a while V3 6 # b1a. The agent T jR is barbed bisimilar to SjR, hence:
T jR!W1!W2!W3
where Vi
 Wi. Then, also T jR must generate and then consume the presence token
hb1ai (because W2 # b1a and W3 6 # b1a). It is immediately clear that the agent Ag1a is
involved in all the reductions of T jR; hence, the rst reduction step must consist
of the consumption of one tuple hai performed by the prex in(a) of Ag1a. The
consumed tuple hai is present in T because R does not contain any tuple. Hence,
T a−!T 0 and W3  T 0jR because the second and the third reduction steps consist of
the generation and the withdrawal of the presence token hb1ai, respectively. Observe
that S 0jR  T 0jR and fn(S 0); fn(T 0)L, then also (S 0; T 0)2R.
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 S a−! S 0:
It is not restrictive to suppose S  S1j
Q
nhai (with n>0) where S1 6 # a. It is easy to
see that S1
a−! S 01 because the term
Q
nhai cannot infer such a derivation. Moreover,
S 0  S 01j
Q
nhai.
We rst consider a sequence of reduction steps that renames the n tuples hai
appearing in SjR in tuples hcai with ca fresh. The renaming is performed by the
agent Ag2a. Let R
0 be the term:
Q
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2Lnfag
Ag2l j
Q
l2L
Ag3l j
Q
l2L
Ag4l j
Q
l2L
Ag5l
then:
SjR ! S1j
Q
n−1
haijout(b2a) :out(ca) : in(b2a) :Ag2ajR0 (
def
= V1)
! S1j
Q
n−1
haijhb2aijout(ca) : in(b2a) :Ag2ajR0 (
def
= V2)
! S1j
Q
n−1
haijhb2aijhcaijin(b2a) :Ag2ajR0 (
def
= V3)
! S1j
Q
n−1
haijhcaijR (def= V4)
: : :
! S1j
Q
n
hcaijR (def= V4n)
Observe that V4n 6 # a and that alternatively, every two steps, the presence token hb2ai
is generated and consumed. The agent T jR is barbed bisimilar to SjR, hence:
T jR!W1!    !W4n
where Vi
 Wi. Also in the sequence of reductions performed by T jR, the presence
token hb2l i must be alternatively generated and consumed, every two steps, for n
times. Only the agent Ag2a is able to do this, then it is involved in all the 4n steps,
its guard in(a) is performed n times, and n tuples hcai are created. This requires
T a−! T 1 a−!    a−! Tn. Let T1 def= Tn, by Proposition 3.7 we have T  T1j
Q
nhai.
Hence W4n  T1j
Q
nhcaijR where W4n 6 # a.
The agent V4n is now able to generate a new tuple hai (because of its subagent Ag3a)
which is then consumed by S1 performing the derivation S1
a−! S 01. Let R00 be the
term:
Q
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2L
Ag2l j
Q
l2Lnfag
Ag3l j
Q
l2L
Ag4l j
Q
l2L
Ag5l
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then:
V4n ! S1j
Q
n
hcaijhaijout(b3a) : in(b3a) :Ag3ajR00 (
def
= V4n+1)
! S1j
Q
n
hcaijhaijhb3aijin(b3a) :Ag3ajR00 (
def
= V4n+2)
! S 01j
Q
n
hcaijhb3aijin(b3a) :Ag3ajR00 (
def
= V4n+3)
! S 01j
Q
n
hcaijR (def= V4n+4)
Observe that V4n+2 # a while V4n+3 6 # a. This follows from Proposition 3.5 because
S1 6 # a and S1 a−! S 01. Also W4n must oer equivalent reduction steps:
W4n!W4n+1!    !W4n+4
where Vi
 Wi. The fact that the presence token hb3ai appears after two reduction steps
implies that the rst two steps are performed by Ag3a. Moreover, W4n+3 6 # a implies
that the tuple hai, generated by Ag3a, must be consumed during the following reduction
step. The consumption can be performed by the agent T1 or by the context. In the
second case, one of the agents Agia with i=1; 2 that performs the operation in(a) is
involved. This implies the contradiction V4n+3

6 W4n+3 because (see the observations
about the presence tokens at the beginning of this proof) W4n+3!W # bia, while V4n+3
requires at least two steps in order to generate a new presence token hbiai. Then, the
tuple hai is removed by T1 by means of the derivation T1 a−! T 01. We can conclude
that W4n+4  T 01j
Q
nhcaijR.
The n tuples hcai in V4n+4 can be now renamed in hai by the agent Ag4a. Let R000
be the term:Q
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2L
Ag2l j
Q
l2L
Ag3l j
Q
l2Lnfag
Ag4l j
Q
l2L
Ag5l
then:
V4n+4 ! S 01j
Q
n−1
hcaijout(b4a) :out(a) : in(b4a) :Ag4ajR000 (
def
= V4n+5)
! S 01j
Q
n−1
hcaijhb4aijout(a) : in(b4a) :Ag4ajR000 (
def
= V4n+6)
! S 01j
Q
n−1
hcaijhb4aijhaijin(b4a) :Ag4ajR000 (
def
= V4n+7)
! S 01j
Q
n−1
hcaijhaijR (def= V4n+8)
: : :
! S 01j
Q
n
haijR (def= V8n+4)
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Observe that alternatively, every two steps, the presence token hb4ai is generated and
consumed. The agent W4n+4 is barbed bisimilar to V4n+4, hence:
W4n+4!W4n+5!    !W8n+4
where Vi
 Wi. Also in the sequence of reductions performed by W4n+4, the pres-
ence token hb4l i must be alternatively generated and consumed, every two steps, for
n times. Only the agent Ag4a is able to do this, then it is activated for n times.
Hence, W8n+4  T 01j
Q
nhaijR. This ensures S 01j
Q
nhaijR  T 01j
Q
nhaijR, hence also
(S 01j
Q
nhai; T 01j
Q
nhai)2R. We have already observed that S 0  S 01j
Q
nhai. Moreover,
T1
a−! T 01 ensures T a−! T 01j
Q
nhai.
 S −! S 0:
Let L0
def
= fa j T :a−! T 0g be a subset of L and n be the cardinality of L0. The set L0
is used to avoid that the derivation S −! S 0 is matched by T with a reduction step
with a label dierent from : we introduce in TS all the tuples hai, for each a2L0,
thus disallowing T to perform :a derivations.
By Proposition 3.6, we have that T 6 # a for each a2L0.
The agent SjR can execute the following sequence of reduction steps in which the
agents Ag5l0 (with l
0 2L0) generate the tuples hl0i. Let l1 2L0 and let R0 be the term:Q
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2L
Ag2l j
Q
l2L
Ag3l j
Q
l2L
Ag4l j
Q
l2Lnfl1g
Ag5l
and R00 the agent:Q
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2L
Ag2l j
Q
l2L
Ag3l j
Q
l2L
Ag4l j
Q
l2LnL0
Ag5l
then:
SjR ! Sjhl1ijout(b5l1 ) : in(l1) : in(b5l1 ) :Ag5l1 jR0 (
def
= V1)
! Sjhl1ijhb5l1ijin(l1) : in(b5l1 ) :Ag5l1 jR0 (
def
= V2)
: : :
! Sj Q
l02L0
hl0ij Q
l02L0
hb5l0ij
Q
l02L0
in(l0) : in(b5l0) :Ag
5
l0 jR00 (
def
= V2n)
The barbed bisimilar agent T jR must allow the sequence of reductions:
T jR!W1!    !W2n
where Vi
 Wi and W2n # l0 for every l0 2L0. In order to generate the presence to-
kens hb5l0i the agents Ag5l0 must be involved, then W2n  T j
Q
l02L0hl0ij
Q
l02L0hb5l0ijQ
l02L0 in(l
0) : in(b5l0) :Ag
5
l0 jR00.
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The agent V2n is now able to perform the reduction due to S
−! S 0:
V2n! S 0j
Q
l02L0
hl0ij Q
l02L0
hb5l0ij
Q
l02L0
in(l0) : in(b5l0) :Ag
5
l0 jR00 (
def
= V2n+1)
The agent W2n must allow the reduction step W2n!W2n+1 with Vi Wi. The usual
observations on the presence tokens allow us to state that the subagent R00 cannot be
involved in this reduction step as well as the agents in(l0) : in(b5l0) :Ag
5
l0 because as rst
step they remove one of the tuples hl0i (observe that W2n+1 # l0 while T 6 # l0).
Thus, the step must be inferred by the agent T , but it cannot be neither an output
nor an input step, because no agent in the environment can synchronize with one
of these steps. Also a derivation labeled with :a cannot be performed because of
the presence in the environment of the tuple hai (remember that by denition of L0,
T :a−! T 0 implies a2L0). Hence, the derivation must be labelled with  and:
W2n+1  T 0j
Q
l02L0
hl0ij Q
l02L0
hb5l0ij
Q
l02L0
in(l0) : in(b5l0) :Ag
5
l0 jR00
with T −! T 0.
The tuples hl0i and the presence tokens hb5l0i can be now removed. Let R000 be the
term: Q
l02L0nfl1g
in(l0) : in(b5l0) :Ag
5
l0 jR00
then:
V2n+1 ! S 0j
Q
l02L0nfl1g
hl0ij Q
l02L0
hb5l0ijin(b5l1 ) :Ag5l1 jR000 (
def
= V2n+2)
! S 0j Q
l02L0nfl1g
hl0ij Q
l02L0nfl1g
hb5l0ijAg5l1 jR000 (
def
= V2n+3)
: : :
! S 0jR (def= V4n+1)
Because of V2n+1
 W2n+1, then also:
W2n+1!W2n+2!    !W4n+1
where Vi
 Wi. The consumption of the presence tokens in 2n steps ensures that the
agent T 0 is not involved in no one of them. Then W4n+1  T 0jR. Finally, observe that
S 0jR  T 0jR ensures (S 0; T 0)2R.
 S :a−! S 0:
The proof is the same as the previous case with the only dierence that the set L0
is dened as L0
def
= fbjT :b−! T 0 and b 6= ag. In this case the message name a is
not an element of L0 because T can simulate the step of S also with a derivation
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labelled with :a. In fact, with this new denition of L0, the possible derivations of T
are T −! T 0 or T :a−! T 0, where (S 0; T 0)2R.
Theorem 3.13. Let P and Q be agents interpreted under the unordered semantics. If
PjR  QjR for every agent R; then PQ.
Proof. Let P and Q be two agents satisfying the premises of the theorem, let L= fn(P)
[ fn(Q); observe that L is nite. Consider the term R dened as in the proof of Theorem
3.9.
We show that the relation:
R= f(S; T ) j SjR  T jR and fn(S); fn(T )Lg
is a :-bisimulation (up to ), hence proving that PQ because (P;Q)2R.
The main dierences with the proof of the ordered case are due to the fact that
whenever the context R emits a tuple a further  step is required before the tuple
is eectively rendered in TS.
For example, the observations on the presence tokens must be adapted. Each
agent Agil (and only it) is able to generate and consume the corresponding pres-
ence token hbili; moreover, for every agent Agil, if Agil −! R0, then R0!R00!
R000 # bil, i.e., if one of the subagents of R performs a transition step, then the cor-
responding presence token can be produced after two reduction steps.
In order to prove that R is a :-bisimulation we observe that R is symmetric and
we proceed by case analysis on the possible derivations S −! S 0.
We consider only the case S a−! S 0 because all the other cases are easy adapta-
tions to the unordered semantics of the corresponding cases treated in the proof of
Theorem 3.9.
 S a−! S 0:
It is not restrictive to suppose S  S1j
Q
nhai (with n>0) where S1 6 # a. It is easy to
see that S1
a−! S 01 and S 0  S 01j
Q
nhai.
We consider the following sequence of reduction steps divided in ve phases. We
use the terms R0, R00, and R000 as dened in the analysis of the case S a−! S 0 of the
proof of Theorem 3.9.
In the rst phase each of the n tuples hai appearing in SjR is replaced by a new
term hhcaii:
SjR ! S1j
Q
n−1
haijout(b2a) :out(ca) : in(b2a) :Ag2ajR0 (
def
= V1)
! S1j
Q
n−1
haijhhb2aiijout(ca) : in(b2a) :Ag2ajR0 (
def
= V2)
! S1j
Q
n−1
haijhb2aijout(ca) : in(b2a) :Ag2ajR0 (
def
= V3)
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! S1j
Q
n−1
haijhb2aijhhcaiijin(b2a) :Ag2ajR0 (
def
= V4)
! S1j
Q
n−1
haijhhcaiijR (def= V5)
: : :
! S1j
Q
n
hhcaiijR (def= V5n)
All 5n reduction steps of this rst phase are performed by the subagent Ag2a. At the
end of this phase, no more tuples hai are present, i.e., V5n 6 # a.
In the second phase a term hhaii is emitted:
V5n ! S1j
Q
n
hhcaiijhhaiijout(b3a) : in(b3a) :Ag3ajR00 (
def
= V5n+1)
! S1j
Q
n
hhcaiijhhaiijhhb3aiijin(b3a) :Ag3ajR00 (
def
= V5n+2)
! S1j
Q
n
hhcaiijhhaiijhb3aijin(b3a) :Ag3ajR00 (
def
= V5n+3)
! S1j
Q
n
hhcaiijhhaiijR (def= V5n+4)
This phase requires four reduction steps, all performed by the subagent Ag3a.
The third phase is the one in which the term S1 is involved: the tuple hai is rendered
and then consumed:
V5n+4 ! S1j
Q
n
hhcaiijhaijR (def= V5n+5)
! S 01j
Q
n
hhcaiijR (def= V5n+6)
In these two steps only the terms S1 and hhaii are involved.
In the fourth phase each of the n terms hhcaii is replaced by a term hhaii:
V5n+6 ! S 01j
Q
n−1
hhcaiijhcaijR (def= V5n+7)
! S 01j
Q
n−1
hhcaiijout(b4a) :out(a) : in(b4a) :Ag4ajR000 (
def
= V5n+8)
! S 01j
Q
n−1
hhcaiijhhb4aiijout(a) : in(b4a) :Ag4ajR000 (
def
= V5n+9)
! S 01j
Q
n−1
hhcaiijhb4aijout(a) : in(b4a) :Ag4ajR000 (
def
= V5n+10)
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! S 01j
Q
n−1
hhcaiijhb4aijhhaiijin(b4a) :Ag4ajR000 (
def
= V5n+11)
! S 01j
Q
n−1
hhcaiijhhaiijR (def= V5n+12)
: : :
! S 01j
Q
n
hhaiijR (def= V11n+6)
In this phase only the agent Ag4a and the n terms hhcaii are involved.
During the last phase all the n terms hhaii are reduced to hai:
V11n+6 ! S 01j
Q
n
hhaiijR (def= V11n+7)
! S 01j
Q
n−1
hhaiijhaijR (def= V11n+8)
: : :
! S 01j
Q
n
haijR (def= V12n+6)
The fact that T jR is barbed bisimilar to SjR ensures that:
T jR!W1!    !W12n+6
where Vi
 Wi.
The rst two phases can be treated in the same way we proceeded in the proof of
Theorem 3.9. Indeed:
W5nT1j
Q
n
hhcaiijR
W5n+4T1j
Q
n
hhcaiijhhaiijR
with T T1j
Q
n hai and T1 6 # a. Observe that the rst phase can be used to prove that in
general, given two terms Q1 and Q2 such that Q1jR  Q2jR and Q1Q01j
Q
n hai with
Q01 6 # a, then also Q2Q02j
Q
n hai with Q02 6 # a. This result will be used in the following.
During the third phase the context R is not involved (remember the observations
about the presence tokens) as well as the n terms hhcaii. Hence the two reductions are
performed by the term T1jhhaii:
T1jhhaii!T 001 !T 01
with W5n+6T 01j
Q
n hhcaiijR. The fact that both T1jhhaii6 # a and T 01 6 # a while T 001 # a,
permits to apply Fact 3.11. Thus, T1
a−! T 01. By Proposition 3.7 this ensures that also
T a−! T 01j
Q
n hai.
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The fourth phase can be treated as the rst two. In fact, the context R and the n
terms hhcaii are surely involved in all the reduction steps. In this way it is easy to see
that:
W11n+6T 01j
Q
n
hhaiijR
During the last phase the context R is not involved, then
T 01j
Q
n
hhaii!   !| {z }
n times
T 0
such that S 0jR  T 0jR. This ensures (S 0; T 0)2R.
Remember that S 0 S1j
Q
n hai with S1 6 # b. The observations we made during the
analysis of the rst phase allows us to state that also T 0T 00jQn hai. Hence
T 01j
Q
n
hhaii!   !| {z }
n times
T 00jQ
n
hai
By Fact 3.12 then T 01T 00 hence, by substitutivity of ; T 0T 01j
Q
n hai. In the analysis
of the third phase we proved that T a−! T 01j
Q
n hai, then also T a−! T 0.
Theorem 3.17. Let P and Q be agents interpreted under the instantaneous semantics.
If PjR  QjR for every agent R; then Pa Q.
Proof. Let P and Q be two agents satisfying the premises of the theorem. Let L=
fn(P)[ fn(Q); observe that L is nite.
We show that the pair (P;Q) is contained in an asynchronous :-bisimulation (up to
), hence Pa Q. In particular, we dene the following agent R:
R
def
=
Q
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2L
Ag2l
such that the relation:
R= f(S; T ) j SjR  T jR and fn(S); fn(T )Lg
is an asynchronous :-bisimulation (up to ). The pair (P;Q) is in R because PjR is
barbed bisimilar to QjR and both fn(P) and fn(Q) are subsets of L.
The agents Agil are dened as follows:
Ag1l
def
= recX : in(l) :out(b1l ) : in(b
1
l ) :X
Ag2l
def
= recX :out(b2l ) : in(b
2
l ) :out(l) :out(b
3
l ) : in(b
3
l ) :X
where bil are all fresh and distinct names for every i and l. Observe that the agents
Ag1l are dened as in the proof of Theorem 3.9.
The observation on the presence tokens must be changed not only because we
changed the semantics, but also because the agents Ag2l are dened in a dierent way.
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In the proof for the ordered case, the presence tokens ensured the possible detection of
each step of the context R because a presence token can be rendered after a reduction
step. Instead, the steps of the new agent R are immediately detected. If Ag1l moves,
then the presence token b1l instantaneously appears. Otherwise, if Ag
2
l is involved in
some computation, the initially available presence token b2l is consumed.
As for the ordered and the unordered semantics, we rst observe that R is symmetric
and then we proceed by case analysis on the possible derivations S −! S 0.
We omit the analysis of the case S
b−! S 0 because it is treated in the same way
as in the proof for the ordered semantics. That analysis can be adapted even if the
agent R is dierent because it considers only the agents Ag1l that, as we have already
observed, are dened in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.9.
 S a−! S 0:
Let L0
def
= fbjT :b−! T 00 with S 0jR  T 00jhaijR and b 6= ag be a subset of L and n
be the cardinality of L0. The set L0 is used to avoid that the derivation S a−! S 0 is
matched by T with a reduction step with a label :b for some b. For this reason, we
consider a computation in which all the tuples hbi, for each b2L0, are produced.
The agent SjR can execute the following sequence of reduction steps in which the
agents Ag2l0 (with l
0 2L0) generate the tuples hl0i. Let l1 2L0, then:
SjR ! Sjhl1ijhb3l1ijin(b3l1 ) :Ag2l1 j
Q
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2Lnfl1g
Ag2l (
def
= V1)
  
! Sj Q
l02L0
hl0ij Q
l02L0
hb3l0ij
Q
l02L0
in(b3l0) :Ag
2
l0
jQ
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2LnL0
Ag2l (
def
= Vn)
! Sj Q
l02L0
hl0ij Q
l02L0nfl1g
hb3l0ij
Q
l02L0nfl1g
in(b3l0) :Ag
2
l0
jQ
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2LnL0[fl1g
Ag2l (
def
= Vn+1)
  
! Sj Q
l02L0
hl0ijR (def= V2n)
The barbed bisimilar agent T jR must allow the sequence of reductions:
T jR!W1!  !W2n
where Vi
 Wi; hence Wn # b3l0 and W2n 6 # b3l0 for every l0 2L0. In order to produce all
the presence tokens hb3l0i and then consume them, the agents Ag2l0 must be involved
in all the 2n reduction steps. Hence, W2nT j
Q
l02L0 hl0ijR.
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In the second phase the term Ag2a produce the tuple hai that is consumed by S by
means of the derivation S a−! S 0:
V2n ! Sjhaijhb3aijin(b3a) :Ag2aj
Q
l02L0
hl0i jQ
l2L
Ag1l j
Q
l2Lnfag
Ag2l (
def
= V2n+1)
! Sjhaij Q
l02L0
hl0ijR (def= V2n+2)
! S 0j Q
l02L0
hl0ijR (def= V2n+3)
The agent W2n must allow the reductions:
W2n!W2n+1!W2n+2!W2n+3
with Vi
 Wi. The rst two steps are surely induced by the agent Ag2a because the
presence token hb3ai is rendered in the rst step and consumed in the second one. This
ensures that W2n+2T jhaij
Q
l02L0 hl0ijR.
The third step is the crucial one. The term R cannot be involved because it surely
changes the available presence tokens. Thus the term T is involved. We proceed by
case analysis on the possible ways the agent T can infer the reduction step.
 T a−! T 0 or T −! T 0:
In this case W2n+3Z j
Q
l02L0 hl0ijR with Z T 0 in the rst case or Z T 0jhai in
the second one.
All the tuples hl0i for each l0 2L0 present in V2n+3 can be now consumed by the
corresponding agents Ag1l0 :
V2n+3 ! S 0j
Q
l02L0nfl1g
hl0ijhb1l1ijin(b1l1 ) :Ag1l1 j
Q
l2Lnfl1g
Ag1l j
Q
l2L
Ag2l (
def
= V2n+4)
  
! S 0j Q
l02L0
hb1l0ij
Q
l02L0
in(b1l0) :Ag
1
l0 j
Q
l2LnL0
Ag1l j
Q
l2L
Ag2l (
def
= V3n+3)
! S 0j Q
l02L0nfl1g
hb1l0ij
Q
l02L0nfl1g
in(b1l0) :Ag
1
l0 j
Q
l2LnL0[fl1g
Ag1l j
Q
l2L
Ag2l ]
(
def
= V3n+4)
  
! S 0jR (def= V4n+3)
The barbed bisimilar agent W2n+3 must allow the sequence of reductions:
W2n+3!W2n+4!  !W4n+3
where Vi
 Wi; hence W3n+3 # b1l0 and W4n+3 6 # b1l0 for every l0 2L0. In order to pro-
duce all the presence tokens hb1l0i and then consume them, the agents Ag1l0 must be
involved in all the 2n reduction steps. Hence, W4n+3Z jR. This ensures that
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S 0jR  Z jR. Then, if T a−! T 0 it is (S 0; T 0)2R otherwise if T −! T 0 then
(S 0; T 0jhai)2R.
 T :b−! T 0 with b =2L0 [fag:
In this case W2n+3T 0jhaij
Q
l02L0 hl0ijR. Proceeding in the same way as in the
previous case it is possible to prove that S 0jR  T 0jhaijR. By denition of L0 this
implies the contradiction b2L0 or b= a. Hence, the reduction W2n+2!W2n+3 cannot
be inferred by a derivation T :b−! T 0.
 T b−! T 0 with b2L0:
In this case W2n+3T 0jhaij
Q
l02L0nfbg hl0ijR. Proceeding as in the rst case, with the
dierence that the tuple hbi is not removed from the term V2n+3 S 0
jQl02L0hl0ijR, it is easy to prove that S 0jhbijR  T 0jhaijR. Moreover, by denition
of L0, it is also true that T :b−! T 00 with S 0jR  T 00jhaijR.
 S −! S 0:
The proof is essentially the same as the previous case with only two dierences.
The rst is that the denition of the set L0 is changed:
L0
def
= fbjT :b−! T 00 with S 0jR  T 00jRg
The second one consists of changing the intermediary phase in which the term S is
involved. That phase is reduced to a single step in which S performs its derivation
S −! S 0. In this way the term T is forced to perform two kinds of derivation, either
T −! T 0 or T b−! T 0 with b2L0. In the rst case it is proved that S 0jR  T 0jR. In
the second case S 0jhbijR  T 0jR and, by denition of L0, also T :b−! T 00 such that
S 0jR  T 00jR.
 S :a−! S 0:
The proof is the same as the previous case with the only dierence that the set L0
is dened as:
L0
def
= fbjT :b−! T 00 with S 0jR  T 00jR and b 6= ag
In this case the message name a is not an element of L0 because T can simulate the
step of S also with a derivation labeled with :a.
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